
"CHANGING THE MOMENTUM

OF YOUR PURSUIT!"

BUSINESS COACHING | BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT | BUSINESS PLANS



CHASE GREAT!
Chase Great Enterprises is a resource for Entrepreneurs and Career Driven Enthusiasts alike. We are a 

purpose discovery, vision and leadership development resource for  innovators, business leaders, 

entrepreneurs and intrepreneurs. 

Our objective is to help you discover your purpose, unlock your potential, build a purpose-driven business or 

maximize the momentum of your career pursuit. We believe your gifts will make room for you and we want to 

help you clear the space and plan for the success you desire! We have options for every level of thinking so 

let’s dive into your vision and make it your reality! 

We've spent over 5 years helping entrepreneurs build successful, purpose-driven businesses by cultivating 

key characteristics that will reflect the uniqueness of their business. We believe clients aren't driven by your 

"What" they are committed to your "Why".  We're here to help you "Chase the Greater in You!"

DISCOVER YOUR POTENTIAL | DEFINE YOUR LANE | DEVELOP YOUR LEGACY

Founder, President
Vision Coach, LaToya Early

Vice- President
Transformation Coach, Jo The Giant

"Inspiring People to Build 
Businesses that will 
Change Lives!" 



We Serve. We Inspire. We Lead. 
Our team is devoted to the development of each client individually. We are a resource that provides an 

authentic experience that will change the momentum of your pursuit. Services we specialize in;  

- Vision Coaching - Specialty Coaching that focuses on business growth and development.

- Transformation Coaching - Specialty Coaching that focuses on mental readiness and

personal development.

- Business Plan Development - 3 year plan development and review.

- Corporation Filing -  Formation of State filing documents and 501(c)3 development.

- Entrepreneur Development - Business Coaching, Project Analysis, and Purpose Discovery.

- Intrepreneur Development - Career Coaching and Team Development.

- Specialty Training's and Group Coaching - Customized team training's and group coaching

for organizations, churches and businesses.

- Empowerment Speaking - Event key-note, media publications, and panel forum involvement.

" Your greatness is discovered in your pursuit, 
change your momentum and Chase Great!" 



Work with us!
We believe in creating opportunities that compliments internal value, strength and integrity. Our services 

are strategically designed to create culture shifting experiences that will ultimately inspire purpose-driven 

lifestyles.   

We believe the core of success is found in the definition of existence. Once an innovator discovers his/her 

value it changes the momentum in their pursuit toward success. 

While many entrepreneur developers focus on external structure and development, Chase Great 

Enterprises focuses on the internal development of the company and their leadership teams. We measure 

the authenticity of the business by ensuring leadership is accurately aligned with his/her strength areas 

verses appointed areas of comfort. "To achieve success in an entity one must not seek individuals to fulfill a 

skill, but seek individuals who believe in the purpose!" 

DISCOVER YOUR POTENTIAL | DEFINE YOUR LANE | DEVELOP YOUR LEGACY

18121 E. 8 Mile Rd.  Ste 120

Eastpointe, MI 48021

(586) 879-0312

info@chasegreatenterprises.com

www.chasegreatenterprises.com

CLICK HERE TO 
 CONTACT OUR OFFICE. 

https://www.jotform.com/latoyaearly/Complimentarydiscoverform

